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lu·mi·nar·y  [loo-muh-ner-ee] 
noun 

1. a person who inspires or influences others, 
especially one prominent in a particular sphere. 



FAQS

What makes Color Luminary a 5th-dimensional course? 
To live in the 5th Dimension is to open your heart, expand your 
mind, become more conscious and be here now.  It means the 
letting go of judgment, being here now, purifying your body, mind 
and spirit, and practicing unity on a daily basis.  These are the 
intentions of the Color Luminary.  

How long is the Color Luminary training? 
The time it takes to complete the program really depends upon 
your personal schedule and commitment.  

How many lessons are there? 
Color Luminary is a self-paced, 16-lesson certification course with 4 
modules.  You will receive the course through email. 



FAQS

What will I learn during my Color Luminary training? 
Through a variety of workbook exercises and your own 
experiences, you will learn how to harmonize your life with the 
"colors of the heart," and to recognize and trust your own abilities 
through color intuition. You will also learn how to operate a heart- 
based business and to support Color Unity instead of becoming a 
fear-based competitor. 

Are meditations a part of this course? 
Yes, they are!  Color meditations have been created to assist you 
with self love, forgiveness, fear, judgment, and more!  Since the 
recordings are in MP3 format, you may listen to them on your 
electronic device at your convenience. 



FAQS

Are there any pre-requisites to enroll in the Color Luminary 
course? 
No, but it would be helpful to have a basic understanding 
of Anatomy.  If you have not had previous color therapy 
training, a Suggested Reading list is available upon  
request.   

What is included in the Color Luminary kit? 
Through email, you will receive your lessons in PDF 
format, as well as downloadable meditation MP3s.  The 
complete 8-bottle set of Lightwaves will be shipped via 
snail mail.  

What is the Lightwaves system? 
Lightwaves is a multidimensional color ascension journey 
that Eleyne-Mari co-created to support your Color Luminary 
training.   



FAQS

When used as instructed, Lightwaves frees the emotional 
body of stagnant 3rd-dimensional thinking, keeping your 
intentions clear and flowing with the highest vibrations of 
Light! There are 8 high frequency "colors of the heart" in 
this system.  Each glass bottle contains two layers of liquid 
—the color energy of manifestation and the clear “wave" of 
consciousness. 

I'm not very intuitive so I don't think I'm ready to be a Color 
Luminary.  Does Aura House offer any introductory color 
training? 
Yes, we offer a variety of self-healing instructional MP3s, 
including Colors of the Sea, Loving Pink, Rainbow Crystal 
Journaling, and Rainbow Wellness for color first aid. These 
recordings allow you to dip your toe into the colored 
waters, before you dive right into color ascension! 



FAQS

I’m ready to become a Color Luminary.  What is the price? 
The complete Color Luminary ascension course—including the 
Lightwaves color system and a certificate of completion—is just 
$899.   This price includes shipping if you live in the United States. 
There is an additional shipping charge for those living in countries 
outside of the U.S. 

Is there anything else I should know about becoming a Color Luminary? 
Yes.  A “luminary” is committed to inspiring others and you are here 
at this time on this planet to share your knowledge.  You have all 
the 5th-dimensional wisdom within you.  The Color Luminary course 
will guide you to remember that wisdom! 



As you practice your Color Luminary exercises, it is 
important to keep an open mind because what you will 
discover may be opposite from what you have been 
taught to believe as truth. 

But if you are ready to change your life and welcome 
the 5th Dimension into your heart, please join us in the 
next step in your color evolution!

aurahouse@yahoo.com
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